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odern liquid chromatography/mass spectrometry
(LCMS) instruments make it relatively easy to obtain
accurate-mass fragmentation data. When this develop-

ment is combined with the ready availability of large molecular
structure databases and today’s faster computers, the stage is set
for transforming the “art” of interpreting mass spectral data into a
systematic computational process.

Elsevier MDL is partnering with MathSpec, Inc. to enable
researchers using MathSpec’s Rational Numbers™ FragSearch
program to elucidate chemical structures from mass spectral data
using MDL® Available Chemicals Directory (MDL ACD), the industry-
standard chemical sourcing database. This will improve R&D
productivity by enabling scientists to quickly identify small
organic compounds from accurate-mass fragmentation data,
reducing the need for traditional mass spectral libraries.

“This partnership supports research workflows by accelerating
the identification of structures from LCMS data,” says Dr. Trevor
Heritage, Senior VP and Chief Scientific Officer of Elsevier MDL.
“The use of MDL ACD with MathSpec’s powerful search tool also
confirms ACD’s position as the premier database of commercially
available chemical structures.”

“Completely complementary to traditional interpretation and
spectral library searching, Rational Numbers FragSearch is
designed to assist scientists in identifying small organic com-
pounds from accurate-mass fragmentation data (MS/MS or
CID-MS),” says Dr. Daniel Sweeney, President of MathSpec. “The
objective is to draw a rough picture of molecules that could yield
a particular set of numbers, and then to search through an index
of the MDL ACD database to find matching compounds. These
compounds can then be viewed and conveniently ordered from
suppliers,” said Sweeney.

Figure 1: A modular structure is similar to the chemical structure.
Searching is accomplished by comparing the heavy atom distributions of
modular structures generated from accurate-mass fragmentation data to
the heavy atom distributions of molecular structures found in MDL ACD.
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http://www.mdl.com/products/experiment/available_chem_dir/index.jsp
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Rational Numbers is a software
tool for identifying small molecules from
accurate-mass fragmentation data:

• If the compound of interest is known,
Rational Numbers can assign fragment
ions in its spectrum.

• If the compound is unknown but 
previously reported, the program can
search accurate-mass fragmentation data
directly against molecular structure
databases; traditional mass spectral
libraries are no longer needed.

• If the compound is novel, Rational
Numbers can compute and generate
modular structures which closely
approximate the molecular structure

(partition). The software does not use
fragmentation rules; instead it uses 
a novel computational approach.
Modern computers and accurate-mass
fragmentation data have made this
new orthogonal approach possible.

Rational Numbers software can also
be used to assign fragments to a known
or proposed compound.The program can
transform monochrome structures created
in MDL® ISIS/Draw and other structure
editors into color-coded molecular 
structures with the colors corresponding
exactly to the cells of the modular 
structure. This makes the fragmentation
very easy to visualize. A change in the
mass of an individual colored cell should

increase or decrease only the color-
coded fragments containing that cell. 
In this way, it is very easy to pinpoint 
the location of structural modifications 
in the molecule.

Try Rational Numbers FragSearch
today! For more information and 
to sign-up for a free trial go to—
www.mathspec.com

Sign-up for a 30-day trial of
DiscoveryGate (no fee, no obligation 
to buy, subject to acceptance of the
applicable DiscoveryGate evaluation
license)—www.discoverygate.com

“The list of MDL Numbers generated by
the Rational Numbers program can be
imported into the DiscoveryGate® online
content platform or MDL® Isentris®. Not only
can the scientist then locate the compounds
of interest for purchase in MDL ACD, but
the ‘Also found in’ links in DiscoveryGate
and the Availability Service of Isentris offer
immediate connections to other relevant
information on the same compound in
other data sources,” says Carmen Nitsche.
“Using Elsevier MDL’s content distribution
channels, we and our content partners can
deliver critical chemistry and bioactivity
content to researchers during the various
stages of discovery research.”■

Searching is accomplished by comparing the heavy atom distributions of 

modular structures generated from accurate-mass fragmentation data 

to the heavy atom distributions of molecular structures found in MDL ACD.

Figure 2: Dr. Daniel Sweeney, President of
MathSpec and Carmen Nitsche, Director

Business Development, Elsevier MDL 
at the recent ACS National Meeting 

& Exposition in Chicago
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